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ABSTRACT 
 The Solar light is most favored because of the accompanying reasons: Without effect on the worldwide atmosphere, sun 

oriented vitality can be utilized to produce power. The Sun vitality is boundless while other vitality sources like raw 

petroleum, characteristic gas and coal are demonstrating their end. By having a framework for exchange power generation, 

the utility expense can be decreased. At present situation, the sunlight based vitality creation is finished by altered board 

framework. To enhance the proficiency of the sun based vitality framework, following component can be executed. 
Subsequently, a thought is made in the proposed framework, single following instrument, which is from East to West 

bearing, is utilized. At present, cell telephone is a key thing for each individual and in this manner, there ought to be a 

charging office of mobiles out in the open spots is needed. As there is no constant power supply (24 hours) from the power 

board, the consistent charging office can't be given. Consequently, a thought, sun based force based multi versatile charger 

framework is executed in the proposed framework which can be utilized as a part of open spots like railroad stations, 

transport stands, doctor's facilities and parks and so on. This paper deals with the electricity generation using solar power. 

The proposed system ensures the optimization of the conversion of solar energy into electricity by properly orienting the 

panel in accordance with the position of the sun. 
 

 Keywords: Renewable Energy, Multi Mobile Charging System, Solar panel, switch, microcontroller, battery. 
 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The Solar light is most preferred due to the following 

reasons: Without impact on the global climate, solar 

energy can be used to generate power. The Sun energy 
is limitless while other energy sources like crude oil, 

natural gas and coal are showing their end. By having a 

system for alternate power production, the utility cost 

can be reduced.  

 

 

At present scenario, the solar energy production is done 

by fixed panel system. To improve the efficiency of the 

solar energy system, tracking mechanism can be 

implemented. Hence, an idea is made in the proposed 

system, single tracking mechanism, which is from East 

to West direction, is used. At present, mobile phone is 
an essential thing for every person and therefore, there 

should be a charging facility of mobiles in public places 

is required.  

 
As there is no continuous power supply (24 hours) from 

the electricity board, the continuous charging facility 

cannot be provided. Hence, an idea, solar power based 

multi mobile charger system is implemented in the 

proposed system which can be used in public places 

like railway stations, bus stands, hospitals and parks 

etc. 

 

Typically customary sun powered board is dependably 

confronts just in one heading. In light of this reason the 

sunlight based board may not get adequate sun beams 

to work. In this work SOLAR PANEL CONTROLLER 
AND POWER OPTIMIZATION is done with a 

specific end goal to defeat this imperfection. Here the 

board will pivot as per the readings read by the LDR. 

So it will use the full daylight to work and power 

streamlining is likewise done by utilizing the LDR. 

This work fundamentally intended to control the sun 
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oriented board naturally, keeps up face of the sun 

oriented board towards the sun. This is finished by 

controlling the mechanical development of the sunlight 

based board. Normally sun ascends at east and sets at 

west. In common framework, on the off chance that it 

faces towards east then it can't alter the course  

 
Towards sun amid nightfall. In light of this reasons 

sunlight based board may not get adequate sun beams 

to work. These issues are overcome by utilizing this 

work. In this work we likewise manufacture a decent 

miniaturized scale controller based sun oriented 

charger. The coin-based versatile battery charger 

created in this work giving a novel support of the 

country open where framework force is not accessible 

for halfway/full daytime and a wellspring of income for 

site suppliers.  

 

The coin-based versatile battery charger can be rapidly 
and effectively introduced outside any business 

premises. The cell telephone [1] business sector is a 

limitless industry, and has spread into rustic regions as 

a crucial method for correspondence. While the urban 

populace utilize more advanced mobiles with great 

force batteries going on for a few days, the provincial 

populace purchase the pre claimed cell telephones that 

require charging as often as possible [2]. Ordinarily 

battery [3] turns out to be level amidst discussion 

especially at badly designed times when access to a 

standard charger isn't conceivable.  
The coin-based versatile battery chargers are intended 

to take care of this issue. The client needs to connect 

the cell telephone to one of the connectors and addition 

a coin; the telephone will then be given a smaller scale 

beat for charging. It doesn't bring a portable from 

"dead" to completely charged state. The charging limit 

of the versatile is outlined with the assistance of pre 

characterized values.  

 

It is, obviously, conceivable to keep charging the 

versatile by embedding‟s more coins. This minimal and 

lightweight item is intended to cook for the developing 
number of rustic versatile clients around the world. An 

appropriate microcontroller is modified for all the 

controlling applications. The hotspot for charging is 

gotten from direct power network and sun based 

vitality [4] if there should be an occurrence of non-

accessibility of lattice force. 
  

  

                   II. LITERATURE REVIEW  
This paper acquaints framework is helpful with spare 

vitality from sun and shrewd following sun based 

vitality. So this framework is helpful from all ways. 

This paper is tracking so as to look of most extreme 
yield the Sun and resetting itself for following day. 
Here, with reference to the outcome investigation, 

41.8% of more proficiency is accomplished than altered 

board framework through this proposed framework. In 

this manner, the proposed framework is said to be a 

productive following framework [2].  

 

In this paper an ease elite microcontroller based sun 

powered charge controller has been proposed. The 

proposed framework utilized sun powered PV module 

as the data and DC load as the yield. The proposed 

framework has a redesign choice to control ordinary 

UPS, when associated with the sun based charger will 

change over to SOLAR INVERTER/UPS with sun 
powered charge as need [3].  

 

This paper is exceptionally helpful in today's life. 

Since now days the need of correspondence is 

imperative, so every individual having mobile phone 

yet every time we can't convey charger with us. When 

we are going for long travel we may neglect to convey 

wireless charger [4]. 

 

 In this paper the unlucky deficiency of sun oriented 

radiation, the microcontroller initiates the heap by 

exchanging on the MOSFET through a transistor. At 
the point when the battery voltage drops to 9.5V, the 

microcontroller turns off the heap to dodge over-

release. The framework shows the battery status on a 

fluid precious stone showcase (LCD) [5]. 

 

 This paper concentrates on, the more definite 

model may produce into record the results of shading or 

fractional shadows on the module's operation. 

Additionally the impacts of scaling up the photovoltaic 

sources may be explored to focus the suitability for 

expansive scale organization [6]. 

 

 This paper, we have proposed the configuration 

and improvement of convenient green force charge to 

alleviate the economic vitality challenge which can be 

utilized to charge various hardware devices like cell 

telephones, Mp3 players, and so on by taking 

environmentally friendly power vitality from the blend 

of sunlight based and wind power [7]. 

 

 This paper concentrate on the framework was 

likewise manufactured to save vitality with the 

utilization of a light radiating diode light (LED light) to 
supplant different lights, for example, the fluorescent 

light which may decrease the battery's productivity. 

Additionally, the utilization of an inverter was wiped 

out subsequent to the sun powered board supply 

coordinate current (dc) important to charge the battery 

without the requirement for a con-form to a substituting 

current (air conditioning). The principle change of this 

venture has been the end of a dc to air conditioning 

inverter unit [8]. 

 

As examined in the paper the proposed framework will 
be exceptionally powerful to solve a few circumstances 

where the sun oriented board is unable and not 

commendable for the work. The professional postured 

successful charging framework can be stretched out to 

any level, any set-up, which just includes the little 
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installed unit with the three fundamental modules 

enabling the renewable vitality [9]. 

 

 This paper in light of there are such a large number 

of techniques has been proposed till now for present 

day coins, yet at the same time less work has been done 

for the acknowledgment of a coin whose physical state 
is not that vastly improved (old coins) [10]. 

 

This paper centered the battery charging underneath 

70% in not discriminating, but rather recent piece of 

charging needs extraordinary consideration regarding 

guarantee longer existence of battery [11]. 

 

 The framework introduced in this paper will be a 

productive system to utilize the sun based vitality in 

remote zones. This framework devours low power and 

high productive lightning. We utilize the auto sun 

following framework; this can enhance the vitality put 
away in battery. This framework does not influence 

nature on the grounds that it is without contamination. 

Our framework additionally comprising of programmed 

ON, OFF control of the LED light, so there is no 

manual operation and it is not obliged administrators 

[12]. 

 

 In this paper, a novel strategy for charging versatile 

batteries of distinctive makers utilizing sun oriented 

force has been planned and created for provincial and 

remote regions where the matrix force is not accessible 
constantly. The portable correspondence has turned into 

a need even in country ranges and this gadget is 

valuable for charging versatile batteries as these 

portable battery chargers can be introduced in booths at 

different spots for the comfort of portable clients [13]. 

 

This paper taking into account circuit which 

controls a battery charging is requested by the 

legislature. On the off chance that a simple circuit is 

composed it has numerous impediments, for example, 

cost & working issue. It needs to reset at whatever 

point there is section of low current through driving 
circuit of FET. Subsequently numerous grumblings are 

gotten from distinctive territories of nation. 

Consequently there is a need of some uncommon 

circuit which can beat the simple's hindrances circuit 

and must give a high exactness and precision with low 

size & cost. So as to conquer the above issue a circuit 

was outlined which could satisfy the whole prerequisite 

with lower expense (< 500) would be little in size. It 

can likewise be utilized as a part of auto batteries & for 

family reason as a supplement to the inverter. Along 

these lines the circuit has continuous application. The 
control of battery charging is important to the point that 

most producers of amazing batteries (with guarantees 

of five years or more) indicate the prerequisites for 

voltage regulation, low voltage disengage and 

temperature remuneration. At the point when these 

breaking points are not regarded, it is regular for 

batteries to come up short after under one quarter of 

their ordinary future, paying little respect to their 

quality or their expense [14]. 

 

The AHP model positioned five renewable vitality 

innovations regarding general advantages, with wind 

and solar–PV topping the rundown. We can presume 

that sun oriented, wind, hydropower, and geothermal 
offer the most general advantages. We can finish up 

from these outcomes that approaches intended to 

incentivize the creation of wind, sun oriented, hydro 

and geothermal ought to be held or extended. By and 

large, wind force appeared to be the most suitable 

choice inside of the real RES options. Wind force 

positioned best as far as expense and force range. Such 

an outcome is in accordance with the proof that 

biomass change advancements still should be produced 

more to accomplish better maintainability and 

proficiency.  

 

The outcomes demonstrate that wind and sunlight 

based pv give the most general advantages over 

numerous measurements, in this way giving backing 

for arrangements that energize quickened interest in 

wind and sun based force. Biomass is the renewable 

source that scores ineffectively, somewhat in view of 

its high carbon substance, and may have just a 

restricted part later on vitality picture [15].  

 

This paper concentrated on coin acknowledgment 

framework in view of a polar symphonious changes 
which will exceptionally accommodating to accomplish 

100% precision .There are such a large number of 

systems has been proposed for acknowledgment of coin 

yet at the same time less work has been done [16]. 

 

       A) Existing methodology- 

Gone are the days when you would look up at the Sun 

and curse yourself for being out on a hot sunny day. 

Take pride; very soon you will be a walking energy 

station with people asking you to help them charge 

their batteries with your clothes! This isn‟t a scene out 

of a Sci-Fi movie. It is the simple application of solar 

cells. They are the only way we can convert sunlight 

into electricity directly and day by day they are getting 

better, smaller and cheaper.  
 

Nothing can dare challenge the sun when it comes to 

radiating energy. Every hour the energy available from 

the sun is more than what human‟s require for an entire 

year. Petrol, diesel and all these fossil fuels are nothing 

but sun‟s energy concentrated over years and years. 

This makes them very efficient in terms of energy per 

unit of the fuel. So why not tap it directly? Solar energy 

isn‟t something new. People have used sun to dry and 

preserve things. 

 

Vedic literatures in India even state the use of flying 
machines which were powered using the sun. Come 

21st century, we have come a long way in developing 

solar cells which are the devices powering our future, 
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converting sun‟s energy into electricity. Solar panels 

are simply solar cells lined up together in series and 

parallel so as get sufficient voltage and are p-n junction 

semiconductor devices with pure silicon wafer doped 

with „n‟ type phosphorous on the top and „p‟ type 

boron on the base. If the PV cell is placed in the sun, 

photons of light strike the electrons in the p-n junction 
and energize them, knocking them free of their atoms. 

These electrons are attracted to the positive charge in 

the n-type silicon and repelled by the negative charge in 

the p-type silicon. Connecting wires across the junction 

will have a current in them. 

 

 

Solar Energy Panels 
Solar cells have come a long way from bulky 6% 

efficient chunks to thin films with as much as 30% 

efficiency. They are selling like hot cakes today given 

their necessity and utility. And the reason being they 
are faithful good chaps unlike oil which will soon be 

more precious to us than diamonds and the black 

monster: coal which has polluted the air, hand in cuff 

with the other fossil fuels. We need to understand solar 

panels so as to understand their applications.  

 

Today, we have monocrystalline, polycrystalline and 

amorphous thin film panels. Mono-crystalline are so far 

the most efficient, given that they have the maximum 

silicon in a unit area so more current for the same 

number of photons. They are made out of a single 
silicon crystal as a continuous lattice. While for the 

polycrystalline panels, molten silicon is poured into 

melds and separate boundaries can be seen due to this. 

Lesser quantity of silicon in a unit area means lesser 

efficiency of production of electricity. Amorphous thin 

film panels are layers of silicon on a glass surface and 

are the least expensive. Hence, they are used in 

applications where you can do away with efficiency for 

lowering the costs. Solar panels are really useful in 

broad daylight but we need energy when the Sun isn‟t 

shining above our rooftops.  

 
That‟s why we need solar chargers which will store 

energy in rechargeable batteries. This project aims to 

make a solar charger using a voltage regulator IC so as 

to charge a Lead Acid Battery with the constant output 

voltage obtained through this IC LM317( Details 

explained later). Today there are many more options 

like a SOLAR CHARGER IC LT3652. This is an IC 

with embedded MPPT (Maximum Power Point 

Tracking) algorithm. MPPT simply means the IC gets 

the maximum possible power from the solar panel by 

sampling its output and applying the proper load 
resistance. This small chip simplifies life given its ease 

of use and maximum efficiency is always ensured. 

 

Even 15% efficient solar panels installed across the 

world‟s wastelands can produce enough clean energy to 

sustain mankind for a year. Yet new technology is 

continuously being developed though solar energy 

generation is still in its infancy. The concept of SOLAR 

FARMING is new and catching up fast in investors. 

India is a tropical country and can soon become the 

Saudi Arabia of solar energy. With Concentrated Photo 

Voltaic (CPV: which increase efficiency by 

concentrating large amount of sunlight on the solar 

cells using mirrors) coming up in India, we are 

definitely headed towards a cleaner future.  

 

Reducing dependence on fossil fuels and cutting down 

on our carbon emissions is one of the most important 

aspects of solar energy. Another crucial point is it can 
make any country, especially tropical ones like India, 

self-sufficient in energy. With ambitious project like 

the National Solar missions aiming at producing 20GW 

(India‟s energy consumption 2012: 100GW out of 

which 1GW was Solar energy) by 2020 is a big step 

toward progress.  

 

Rural areas are now lit up with solar lamps. Solar parks 

are also an emerging trend with Charanka Solar Park, 

Gujarat producing 20MW of energy. Government is 

also taking initiatives to encourage people to make use 

of the sun by subsidizing electricity bills for consumers 
using the solar panels. So if you make more energy 

than you use, you will end up in a profit without even 

burning a calorie! Going Solar is exciting but some 

challenges also need to be addressed. Space constraints, 

weather constraints and expensive technology involved 

do hinder the process.  

 

But with increase in production and development of 

technology, prices will fall, demands increase and we 

will be living in a cleaner, safer environment, making 

the energy we need. Renewable sources of energy alone 
can ensure sustainable development. Economic growth 

can also be ensured by energy reaching to each and 

every household in turn increasing the productivity of 

industries and standard of living of people. It is a bright 

future we have ahead of us; the only thing is we need to 

focus the glare rather than evading it. 
 

     B) Using solar power-  
 

The transformation of light into electrical energy, as in 

solar cells is done in the photoelectric effect. Solar 

tracking allows more energy to be produced because 

the solar array is able to remain aligned to the sun. 

Maximizing power output from a solar system is 

desirable to increase efficiency. In order to maximize 

power output from the solar panels, one needs to keep 

the panels aligned with the sun. As such, a means of 

tracking the sun is required. This is a far more cost 
effective solution than purchasing additional solar 

panels. It has been estimated that the yield from solar 

panels can be increased by 30 to 60 percent by utilizing 

a tracking system instead of a stationary array. 

 

Advantages of solar power: 
1.The energy and heat from the sun is free and 

unlimited. 

2.Solar power is non-polluting. Solar power usage does 

not emit any greenhouse gases or harmful waste. 

3.Solar power is perfect and saving for power 

generation in remote areas or where the cost of 
expansion utility grid is 

high. 

4.Solar power is versatile. It can be used for low-power 

purpose as well as larger ones - from hand-held 

calculators, watches, and solar powered garden lights to 
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water heaters, cars, buildings and satellites. 

5.Also due to simple construction and low maintenance 

cost solar energy systems are mainly used for 

generation. 

 

 

     III.PROBLEM FORMULATION 

 

We can say that the voltage produced in the mid 

noon position of the solar panel is more when 

compared to the morning and evening positions of the 

fixed panel system.  

The changes in voltage will be frequent but the 
current variation is very slight from the table.  

The results of single axis solar tracking system are 

obviously better than that of the fixed alignment of the 

solar panel. From the curve drawn for output power vs. 

time for both fixed and tracking systems, the fixed 

panel system will give maximum output one time 

instant which is by default the mid noon  
position of the panel, and in the remaining time instants 
the output power is very less.  

Whereas the curve for proposed tracking system is 

flat for long duration of time, this means it is giving 

maximum output for more amount of time. This is due 

to sensing the direction which is giving maximum Sun 

intensity and alignment of the solar panel with moving 

Sun axis by using moving mechanism.  

This is not the case when clouds come across the 

Sun, which lower the efficiency of the solar panel. But 

in most of the cases it is best for producing power from 

Sun light. 

 

 

IV. OBJECTIVES 

 
The primary objectives of this study can be 

summarized as follows:  

1. Muticharger auto cut off system is already done now 

we need to reduce the dependency on natural resources 

like solar energy is prefered.  

2. The energy resources are very less and the 

corresponding energy production is not appropriate to 

the consumption requirement. Hence, there is a lot of 

demand in the production of energy due to natural 

resources.  

3. The aim of this project is to utilize the maximum 

solar energy through solar panel and thereby increasing 
the efficiency of the system. 
 

 

                    VI.SUMMARY 
We have discussed the implementation of the various 

blocks of the entire system of Data Extraction from 

multiple database with Comparative Study using image 

as an attribute method for Cloud environment and the 

visualizations results. The display of the results and the 
analysis of the result will be dealt with in the next 

chapter. 

 

 

 

VII.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE      

SCOPE 

     A) Conclusion- 

In this work a novel strategy for charging versatile 

batteries of various producer utilizing sun oriented 

force has been intended for country and remote regions 

where the present supply is not under any condition 
accessible constantly. This paper is exceptionally 

valuable in today's life. Since now days the need of 

correspondence is critical, so every individual having 

PDA however every time we can't convey charger with 

us. When we are going for long travel we may neglect 

to convey wireless charger. 

 

     B) Future Scope- 

In future Provide fast charging slots for Mobile 

Charger. Plan for provide USB 3.0 and Thunder Board 

Slot for Laptop Charging. Also plan for multiport 

system and real-time point details for previous and new 

available charger in markets.     

As of late there was a news from ape versatile 

organization they have discovered innovation to charge 
portable four times speedier than traditional charging 

strategy. They give high current to the versatile battery 

which is up to 4 amperes. On the off chance that we 

utilized such high current to charge ordinary battery of 

portable, so it will get begin warming and has odds of 

harm of versatile and battery. So they have given 

insurance from such warming issue.  

So on the off chance that all the portable organizations 

began utilizing this innovation then the client of our 

coin paid versatile charging framework does not need 

to sit tight for long time to charge his versatile. 

Subsequently rather than 10 minutes of charging time 
the battery got charged in 2 to 4 minutes. 
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